COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Alpha Kappa Delta, International Honor Society for Sociology
Elizabeth Anne Epperson
Jessica Grace Galen
Dakotah Jewel Marley Jennifer
Joshua Davis Joffe
Michaela Asha Kozol
Christina Lee
Lourdes Sydney Otis
Asia Nicole Porter
Olivia Rose Rau
Sarah Elizabeth Slutsker
Soňa Rose Soraci
Ariana Swei
Emma Caroline Thorp
Amaya Olivia Wallace
Joshua Nathan Weisbard
Madison Mikayla Williamson
Kennedy Amaya Young

American Chemical Society
Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry
Xinyang Su

American Chemical Society
Undergraduate Award in Inorganic Chemistry
Xinyi Wu

American Chemical Society
Undergraduate Award in Organic Chemistry
Elena Marie Cacchillo

Antoinette Frances Dames Award in Political Science for Outstanding Paper from an Upper Level Undergraduate Student
Christian Miguel Alejandro Monzón

Antoinette Frances Dames Award in Political Science for Outstanding Senior Honors Thesis
Derek Voigt

Arnold J. Lien Prize for Outstanding Graduating Senior in Political Science
Alana Deanne Blank

Art History & Archaeology Award for Excellence in Mentorship
Lily Sierra Howe

Carl Conrad Prize for Excellence in Classical Studies
Avery Alexandra Golder

Contributions to Anthropology
Sarah Elizabeth Acselrod
Mekhi Rasmey Airhart
Desiree Jewelle Bartos
Matthew Elan Berman
Olivia Joy Blumenshine
Gagana G. Borra
Marcos Augusto Briggler
Claire Gene Coats
Grace Lafferty Cobble
Nautica Mina Farrell
Bianca Valentina Florence
Michelle Rachel Hajdenberg
Zoe Alexandra Hancock
Seonah Kwang
Saachi Jain
Amelia Hope Lewis
Benjamin Joseph Lieberman
Lauren Eva Marie Loftis
Carlin Calvert McLanahan
Ilana Frieda Miller
Nicholas Miller
Idia Imuetiyann Oyemwenosa
Ogbomoh
Sara Elizabeth Pierce
Olivia Grace Powell
Lauren Baliker Puplampu
Elizabeth Labaton Sapiro
Danielle Rachel Sarraf
Sarah Elizabeth Slutsker
Soňa Rose Soraci
Emma Dionne St. Raymond
Alexander Easton Tward
Angelica Lizette Vasquez
Luke David Volmert
Julia Melanie Wang
Samantha Mary Rachel Weaver
Joshua Elijah Wilson
Milkise Mohammednur Yassin

Courtney Werner Memorial Prize in Earth and Planetary Sciences
Flora Lynne Perlmutter

Distinction in American Culture Studies
Gabriela Naomi Caden Senno

Distinction in Chemistry
Jessica Nichole Bigley
Dylan Rae Bodner
Brandon Sean Chow
Maxwell Solomon Pernick

Distinction in Earth & Planetary Sciences
Rowan Behnke

Distinction in East Asian Languages and Cultures
Sarah Binns
Aileen Chen

Distinction in Economics
Eva Marie Adams
Mena Boshra Agaiby
Julia Rae Appelbaum
Juliana Lisette Beal
Elizabeth Hartley Bonham
Simon Castiel
Xianji Feng
Shreya Sai Gunukula
Babajide Douglas Hickson
Lily Sierra Howe
Jiawei Hu
Ryan Kim
Xincheng Li
Ruiyang Lyu
Benjamin Jay Mandl
Margaret Kathryn O'Connor
Jack Reed
Jonathan Stewart Ridgeway
Ayelet Noa Spertus
Mykyta Stokalyuk
Michael Elisha Ten Eyck
John Parker Tice
Derek Voigt
Benjamin Ross Wolf
Qianye Xi
Jeremy Andrew Yariv

Distinction in History
Malcolm Stanley Douglass
Paul Gerstle

Distinction in Mathematics
Alexis Nicole Arlen
Elizabeth Barrick
Nicholas Gray Michelelli
Patrick Coleman Norrick
John Ernesto Ramos
Yuqi Shao

Distinction in Physics
Rebecca Tinyan Lim
Sol Kwon Markman
Zachary Conrado Paragas
Lauren Pusey-Nazzaro
Collin James Szczepanski

Distinction in Religious Studies
Sarah Jones Mitchell
Yohanes Aleleigne Mulat
Distinction in the Interdisciplinary Project in the Humanities
Jerome Nagy Nashed

Edward Weltin Award for Excellence in the Study of Ancient History
Michael Elisha Ten Eyck

Emma Kafalenos Prize for Excellence in Comparative Literature
Bevin Elizabeth Killen

Environmental Studies Award for Environmental Leadership
Kathryn Suzanne Porter

Environmental Studies Award For Scholarship and Research
Julia Caroline Feller
Harper Ann Lewis

Ernest L. Ohle, Jr. Prize - Earth and Planetary Sciences
Maria Nicole Schmeer

Eugene Tavenner Prize for Excellence in the Study of Classics
Thomas George Humphrey

Excellence in Academics
Aja Lanyia Jones
Megan Bonnie Taylor

Excellence in French Studies
Sophia Xiao

Excellence in Kappa Delta Pi Leadership
Ilana Beryl Hoffer

Excellence in Leadership
Sophie A Devincenti

Excellence in Research in Anthropology
Mekhi Rasmey Airhart
Sophie Cloudman Good
Julia Rui Hong
Nicholas Miller
Andrea Montecinos-Padilla
Lauren Shpiz
Emma Dionne St. Raymond

Grossman-Alexander Prize for American Politics
Julia Caroline Feller

Helen Power Award for Scholarship and Service in Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Danielle Rachel Sarraf

Helmholz Award in Chemistry
Dylan Rae Bodner

High Distinction in Chemistry
Miguel Angel Campos III

High Distinction in Earth & Planetary Sciences
Maria Nicole Schmeer
Xinmu Zhang

High Distinction in Economics
Liliana Huang Barrett
Charlotte Ann Butz
Harris Lichtenstein
Caitlin Lora Lorenz
Ian Robert Sajjapong
Lauren Rae Sandberg
Jonathan Michael Tolchinsky
Walter Thomas Treat
Mingjun Xie

High Distinction in History
Ayush Abhijit Halder

High Distinction in Mathematics
Sloane Elizabeth Mercer
Collin James Szczepanski

High Distinction in Physics
Erin Elizabeth Barillier

Highest Distinction in Chemistry
Audrey Johanna Brecher
Elena Marie Cacchillo
Lauren Seokjin Kang
Lucy Anne Schlueter
Xinyi Wu

Highest Distinction in Earth & Planetary Sciences
Flora Lynne Perlmutter
Xinmu Zhang

Highest Distinction in Economics
Max Robert Carp
Caroline Foshee
Xinrui Li
Caitlin Lora Lorenz
Aaron Joshua Margulis
Sarayu Badrinath Rao
Ian Robert Sajjapong
Emma Suzanne Storer
Sophia Nicole Wayne
Olivia Louise Wurgaft

Highest Distinction in History
Nicholas Henry Brdicko
Julia Ruth Fish
Thomas George Humphrey
Nicholas Angelo LaMorte
Kyle John Melles

Highest Distinction in Mathematics
Leda M Liang
Riley David Lundstrom
Ryan Gregory Roach
Zachary Long Zhao

Highest Distinction in Physics
Blake D Bal
Jackson Butler
ByungChan Ha
Abdullah Kuziez

Honors in Anthropology
Sophie Louise Goldstein
Michelle Rachel Hajdenberg
Morgan Alexa Leff
Hyewon Na
Arianna Parkhideh
Sara Elizabeth Pierce
Rithvik Ramesh
Max Raymond Zalta

Honors in Art History and Archaeology
Lydia Katherine McKelvie
Louis G. Toberisky

Huston Smith Award for Academic Excellence in Religious Studies
Yohanes Alelign Mulat

James E. McLeod Honors and Awards – George Washington Carver Award
Onyinyechi Chidubem Onyeador
Japanese National Honor Society – College Chapter
Amy Hao Li
Ruiyang Lyu
Xuanhe Qi
Kevin Bryan Toledo
Yuxin Zheng

John M. Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics
Caroline Foshee

Kappa Delta Pi - Education Honors Society
Samantha Maria Herrera
Ilana Beryl Hoffer

Lambda Alpha - Anthropology Honor Society
Sarah Elizabeth Acselrod
Olamide Oreoluwa Adebayo
Mekhi Rasmey Airhart
Neel Suhas Aligave
Matthew Elan Berman
Haley Renéé Blache
Elizabeth Rose Cohen
Azhia Xiomara Contreras
Elizabeth Nicole Diaz
Bianca Valentina Florence
Michelle Rachel Hajdenberg
Maeve M Hindenburg
Julia Rui Hong
Saachi Jain
Morgan Alexa Leff
Benjamin Joseph Lieberman
Andrea Montecinos-Padilla
Hyewon Na
Idia Imuetiyan Oyemwenosa
Ogbomoh
Arianna Parkhideh
Sara Elizabeth Pierce
Olivia Grace Powell
Lauren Balerki Puplampu
Emma Grace Robison
Isamar Rodriguez
Benjamin R. Rosman
Elizabeth Labaton Sapiro
Danielle Rachel Sarraf
Lauren Shpiz
Sarah Elizabeth Slutsker
Sofia Rose Soraci
Mingyi Suo
Ana Virginia Torres
Luke David Volmert
Julia Melanie Wang
Max Raymond Zalta

Lipkin Award in Chemistry
Miguel Angel Campos III

Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology
Kayla Wallace

Martin Silverstein Award in Mathematics
Leda M Liang
Sloane Elizabeth Mercer
Yuanchen Wu

Murphy Family Prize for an Outstanding Honors Thesis in Art History and Archaeology
Lydia Katherine McKelvie
Louis G. Toberisky

NISA Scholars in Arts & Sciences - Economics Award
Patrick Coleman Norrick

Nishi Luthra Prize for Excellence in Philosophy
Kyra Lachlan Rosen

Omicron Delta Epsilon - Economics Honor Society
Juliana Lisette Beal
Max Robert Carp
Caroline Foshee
Xinrui Li
Harris Lichtenstein
Caïlin Lora Lorenz
Patrick Coleman Norrick
Ian Robert Sajajong
Lauren Rae Sandberg
Walter Thomas Treat
Olivia Louise Wurgaf

Outstanding Honors Thesis in Urban Studies
Rohith Venkat Kesaraju
Rebecca Belle Reich

Outstanding Senior Award - Computer Science and Engineering
Minsung Joo

Paul and Silvia Rava Prize for Excellence in Italian Studies
Casey Ariel Gleich

Phi Beta Kappa
Alana Deanne Blank
Olivia Joy Blumenshine
Kiran Hope Boone
Rachel Sophia Bryant
Lauren Elizabeth Bush
Elena Marie Cacchillo

Emerine Lynn Cummings
Rebecca Elise Daniel
Sophie A Devincenti
Mary Colleen Dwyer
Julia Ruth Fish
Avery Samuel Fredman
Isabelle Claire Center
Emily Katherine Gerber
Jonah David Goldberg
Natalia Gordon
Julie Gupta
Kira Harris
Maggie Wenhui He
Ilana Beryl Hoffer
Julia Rui Hong
Ruosi Hu
Catherine Huang Ju
Grace Margaret Kaul
Casey Emerson Kohlstruck
Jessica Faith Kransdorf
Abdullah Kuziez
Morgan Alexa Leff
Amy Hao Li
Grace Yanbing Li
Zhaolong Li
Bryan Lo
Sol Kwon Markman
Sloane Elizabeth Mercer
Hannah Jeck Millner
Yash Ravi Nayak
Isabella Mika Neubauer
Yitao Sarah Ning
Onyinyechi Chidubem Onyeador
Sara Elizabeth Pierce
Emily Rabinovich
Aidan Goya Raikar
Ryan Gregory Roach
Emma S. Ruskay-Kidd
Logan Margaret Sanderson
Maria Nicole Schmeer
Victoria Rong-shang Shi
Rebecca Claire Silverman
Arielle Chaya Smith
Gabriella Brigitte Smith
Natalie Anna Smith
Aman Srivastava
Megan Bonnie Taylor
Mallika Tyagi
Sarah Elizabeth Verghis
Medhavi Verma
Lewis Wang
Helen Webley-Brown
Emily Ailin Xu
Sophia Katherine Young
Zachary Long Zhao
Yuxin Zheng
Anita Ting Zhou
Phi Sigma Tau - Philosophy Honor Society
Allison Chien
David Daniel Decker
Katharine Elizabeth Lord
Kyra Lachlan Rosen
Kevin Kaiwen Wang

Princeton University Press Book Prize for Distinction in Art History and Archaeology
Megan Zoe Orlandski

Putnam Prize in Mathematics
Nathan Arthur Smith

Ross Middlemiss Prize in Mathematics
Riley David Lundstrom
Ryan Gregory Roach

Senior Prize in Physics
Jackson Butler
ByungChan Ha

Service to Anthropology
Mekhi Rasmey Airhart
Matthew Elan Berman
Elizabeth Nicole Diaz
Zoe Alexandra Hancock
Benjamin Joseph Lieberman
Vikram Murugan
Lauren Shpiz

Sherman Eoff Prize for Excellence in the Undergraduate Program in Spanish
Carly Paige Hacker
Alessandra Lucia Heros

Sigma Pi Sigma – Physics honor society
Erin Elizabeth Barillier
Jackson Butler
ByungChan Ha
Abdullah Kuziez
Rebecca Tinyin Lim
Sol Kwon Markman
Zachary Conrado Paragas
Collin James Szczepanski

Sowden Prize for Outstanding Senior in Chemistry
Elena Marie Cacchillo

Upsilon Sigma - International Honorary Society for Urban Studies
Grace Ann Kennard
Rohith Venkat Kesaraaju
Rebecca Belle Reich

Wahl Award in Chemistry
Lucy Anne Schlueter

Weissman Award in Chemistry
Audrey Johanna Brecher

Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Social Justice Award
Julia Kate Birnbach
Grace Margaret Kaul

McKELVEY SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Alpha Eta Mu Beta – Biomedical Engineering Honorary
Cameron Michael Bleem
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Hardesty
Zhuodong Zhou

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Outstanding Member
Andrew Joseph Bergantz

Award for Research Excellence - Computer Science and Engineering
Samatha Kodali

Award of Excellence in Technical Communication - School of Engineering
Priyanka Balu Iyer

David H. Levy Award for Distinguished Service - Electrical and Systems Engineering
Caitlind Elyse Walker

David H. Levy Outstanding Senior Award – Electrical and Systems Engineering
James Christopher Cevasco
Thomas Goon
Leo Isaac Karp
Weijia Li
Yueheng Shi
Allison Lee Todd
Caitlind Elyse Walker

Department Award for Exemplary Leadership - Biomedical Engineering
Mohammad Hadji
Melissa Leigh Pear

Distinction in Economics
Jeffrey Jiaru Che
Benjamin Werner Siderowf

Distinction in Mathematics
Shifan Dong
Joshua David Pullen
Lucas Steven Strammello
Lincoln C Updike
MuQi Zhu

Dual Degree Award in Energy, Environmental and Chemical Engineering
Wentao Dai

Ernest D. Weiss Sophomore Award for Academic Excellence – Computer Science and Engineering
Kathleen Lyn Lund

Erwin C Hoelscher Memorial Outstanding Senior Award – Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science
Mae Helen Hubel

Excellence in French Studies
Caitlind Elyse Walker

Gustav Mesmer Prize for Academic Achievement – Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science
John Robert Christensen
Samuel Smith Ginsberg
Mae Helen Hubel

High Distinction in Mathematics
Zhaoqi Li

Highest Distinction in Mathematics
Aidan Matthews Kelley
Dawei Shen

Japanese National Honor Society - College Chapter
Shannon Julia Wang

Kenneth L. Jerina Prize for Outstanding Dual-Degree or Transfer Student
Kyle Daniel Krippner

Linda Kral Prize for Outstanding Accomplishments in Aerospace Engineering
Angelo Anthony Hawa
Miles Hackworth Petersen

Outstanding Research Award – Biomedical Engineering
Francesca Bonetta-Misteli
Zhuodong Zhou
Outstanding Senior Achievement Award - Biomedical Engineering
Noah Kenneth Bryson

Outstanding Senior Award - Computer Science and Engineering
Benjamin Charles Hammer
Shixuan Zhai

Outstanding Senior Award for Academic Excellence – Biomedical Engineering
Zane Joseph Ahlfinger
Kathleen Cheng
Mohammad Hadji
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Hardesty
Edward Francis Morris
Kaixin Pan
Michael Yang Qiu
Zhuodong Zhou

Pi Tau Sigma - Mechanical Engineering Honorary
Luis Angel Castro
Sarangi Handun Pathirana
Ileane Ho
Florentina Anne Markwell
Anna DeLayne Oneto
Lauren Dana Aiko Villafuerte

Putnam Prize in Mathematics
Aidan Matthews Kelley

Ross Middlemiss Prize in Mathematics
Aidan Matthews Kelley
Dawei Shen

Russell R. Pfeiffer Outstanding Junior Award - Electrical and Systems Engineering
Brian Sun

SS & IMF Marsden Prize - Energy, Environmental and Chemical Engineering
Jiayuan Ma

Student Advisory Board Distinguished Service Award - Biomedical Engineering
Evan William Morris

Tau Beta Pi – Engineering Honor Society
Aaron Kriegel Butler
Yuanqi Cai
Maxwell Preston Calman
Michael Gerard Casey
Brian Charles Chao
Emily Cohen
Shifan Dong
Connor Patrick Douglas
Thomas Gerald Emerson
Sydney Marie Essler
Theodore Lewis Fujimoto
Michael P Ginn
Angelo Anthony Hawa
Collin Skeel Howland
Samantha Hudson
Mae Helen Hubel
Leo Isaac Karp
Kyle Daniel Krippner
Kathleen Lyn Lund
Jiayuan Ma
Julia Reiko Miller
Kaitlyn Grace Moran
Nam Phuong Pham
Isabel Tekla Sangimino
Yueheng Shi
Yoo Na Shim
Rishab Govindraj Vadavadgi
Jessica Pearl Wallen
Qirong Wang
Tianqi Wu
Zachary Lee Young

Upsilon Sigma - International Honorary Society for Urban Studies
Victor Zanetti Kalil

Valedictorian
Cameron Michael Bleem
Isaac Thomas Bock
Yuanqi Cai
Michael Gerard Casey
Kathleen Cheng
Grayson Derossi
Shifan Dong
Michael P Ginn
Leo Isaac Karp
Aidan Matthews Kelley
Kathleen Lyn Lund
Samuel Joseph McGarey
Kaitlyn Grace Moran
Michael Yang Qiu
Dawei Shen
Aaron Jacob Stein
Katherine Marie Stender-Moore
Alan Shi Zhu

OLIN BUSINESS SCHOOL

Alpha Kappa Delta, International Honor Society for Sociology
Kelsey Chen
Jane Lindsey Vasiloff

Arthur M. Seltzer Accounting Award
Grace Catherine Guise

Beta Gamma Sigma
Shaurya Ahuja
Michael Joseph Atlas
Ambika Baddi Venkata
Brian John Bausano
Ashton Makaila Bergh
Jami Liat Blumenthal
Chirantan Bose
Emma Bradshaw
Alexander Stephen Burch
Wenyu Cao
Yanzhang Cao
Erdong Chen
Xinran Chen
Zhangchi Chen
Leyi Cheng
Yaoyu Cheng
Yi Chu
Clare Eastwick Davies
Adi Rishab Dugar
Kent Alan Dunson
Tova Hanna Feinberg
Zhongyuan Fu
Briana Meredith Garil
Nataly Andrea Garzon
Luis Granat Palafox
Alexander Simeon Greene
Jiawen Gu
Yu Gu
Grace Catherine Guise
Katie Lan Harris
Youyang He
Richard James Hoffer
Kaitlyn Taylor Hogan
Kristina Melanie Horita
Russ C Hornbeck
Hao Huang
Ming Huang
Ari L. Jacobson
Qian Ji
Luqi Jia
Yue Jiang
Rahul John Joyce
Chunyuan Kang
David Harry Kanoff
Ashley Chana Klein
Brandon Michael Krepel
Courtney Kube
Max Joseph Levine
Shuwei Li

Putnam Prize in Mathematics
Aidan Matthews Kelley

Ross Middlemiss Prize in Mathematics
Aidan Matthews Kelley
Dawei Shen

Russell R. Pfeiffer Outstanding Junior Award - Electrical and Systems Engineering
Brian Sun

SS & IMF Marsden Prize - Energy, Environmental and Chemical Engineering
Jiayuan Ma

Student Advisory Board Distinguished Service Award - Biomedical Engineering
Evan William Morris

Tau Beta Pi – Engineering Honor Society
Aaron Kriegel Butler
Yuanqi Cai
Maxwell Preston Calman
Michael Gerard Casey
Brian Charles Chao
Emily Cohen
Shifan Dong
Connor Patrick Douglas
Thomas Gerald Emerson
Sydney Marie Essler
Theodore Lewis Fujimoto
Michael P Ginn
Angelo Anthony Hawa
Collin Skeel Howland
Samantha Hudson
Mae Helen Hubel
Leo Isaac Karp
Kyle Daniel Krippner
Kathleen Lyn Lund
Jiayuan Ma
Julia Reiko Miller
Kaitlyn Grace Moran
Nam Phuong Pham
Isabel Tekla Sangimino
Yueheng Shi
Yoo Na Shim
Rishab Govindraj Vadavadgi
Jessica Pearl Wallen
Qirong Wang
Tianqi Wu
Zachary Lee Young

Upsilon Sigma - International Honorary Society for Urban Studies
Victor Zanetti Kalil

Valedictorian
Cameron Michael Bleem
Isaac Thomas Bock
Yuanqi Cai
Michael Gerard Casey
Kathleen Cheng
Grayson Derossi
Shifan Dong
Michael P Ginn
Leo Isaac Karp
Aidan Matthews Kelley
Kathleen Lyn Lund
Samuel Joseph McGarey
Kaitlyn Grace Moran
Michael Yang Qiu
Dawei Shen
Aaron Jacob Stein
Katherine Marie Stender-Moore
Alan Shi Zhu
Master of Architecture Degree Project Award
Lindsey R. Compeaux
Jackson McCamic Feinknopf
Huzefa Juzer Jawadwala
Madeline Marie Peters
Yixuan Wang
Kazuuya Yamada
Zheyi Yuan

Master of Landscape Architecture Award
Shuya Zhang

Prize for Excellence in Korean
Catherine Yi Si Chun

St. Louis Community Partnership Award
Natsuko Tiffany Nozaki

William Tao Prize
Amanda Ruth Ridings

With Honors
Ke Chen
Huzefa Juzer Jawadwala
Yun Lee
Junhao Li
Ruonan Liu
Yutong Ma
Zoe Mitrisin
Yixuan Wang
Boyan Zhang
Bing Zhao

SAM FOX SCHOOL OF DESIGN & VISUAL ARTS COLLEGE OF ART, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ART

Al Parker Award for Excellence in Illustration
Emily Paz Cea

Alpha Kappa Delta, International Honor Society for Sociology
Sarah Frances Auches
Sparkle Whitaker

Anne Fuller Dillon Prize
Jade Melanie Wang

Belle Cramer Award in Printmaking
Avery Anabelle Johnson

Caroline Risque Janis Prize in Sculpture
Aubrey “Bo” Schmit

Catalyst Award
Sarah Frances Auches
Sparkle Whitaker

Civic Engagement Award
Sparkle Whitaker

Eda L. and Clarence C. Cushing Memorial Prize in Painting
Kaylyn Elyse Webster

Emma Kafalenos Prize for Excellence in Comparative Literature
Jarea Fang

Excellence in Academics
Mia Hertz Talkovsky

Honors in Art History and Archaeology
Nina Ruohui Huang
William Isaac Satloff

Jack Unruh Award in Illustration
Robert Elliott Wyatt

Japanese National Honor Society - College Chapter
Yuxin Hu

Jayne Ball Rousseau Memorial Prize
Lilia Emma Jimenez

Jeffrey Frank Wacks Scholarship
Louis R Friedman

John T. Milliken Foreign Travel Award
Lena Cramer

John T. Milliken Foreign Travel Graduate Award
Gregorio Carlos Horacio Salazar-Lermont

Margo Trump Award
Celia Bethany Gerber

Mark S. Weil Prize for Distinction in Art History and Museum Practice
Celia Bethany Gerber

Marsha Hertzman Blasingame Award in Printmaking
Jordan Sekani Lee

Mary Cowan Harford Award in Watercolor
Eugenia Yoh

Morris M. Horwitz Award in Photography
Rebecca Faith Tarter
Kaylyn Elyse Webster

Murphy Family Prize for an Outstanding Honors Thesis in Art History and Archaeology
Nina Ruohui Huang
William Isaac Satloff

Paul Edward Birdsell Award in Visual Communications
Andrew Max Storch

Peter Marcus Prize in Printmaking
Nina Ruohui Huang

Robert Weaver Award for Excellence in the Visual Essay
Kehuan Wu

Rose O’Neill Award for Distinction in Illustration
Cydney Frances Cherepak

Saks Fifth Avenue Honorary Designer
Mackenzie Mary Miller Llewellyn

St. Louis Community Partnership Award
Gregorio Carlos Horacio Salazar-Lermont

Thesis Research and Production Grants
Henry Uhrik

Walt Reed Award for Excellence in Writing on Visual Culture
Henry Uhrik
SCHOOL OF LAW

Breckinridge Academic Award (First Year), First Honors
Esam Kadum Al-Shareffi

Breckinridge Academic Award (First Year), Second Honors
Sam Rouse

Breckinridge Academic Award (Second Year), First Honors
Jordan G Hoffman

Breckinridge Academic Award (Second Year), Second Honors
Harry J Naftalowitz

Charles Trobman Memorial Award
Caitlin Eunice Triplett

Christophine G. Mutharika
International Law Prize
Nabil Al-Khaled
Madeleine Denny

Clinical Legal Education Association (CLEA) Outstanding Student Award
Calvin D Bill
Brendan Thomas Killian

Dan Carter-Earl Tedrow Memorial Award
David Swan DePriest

David M. Becker Public Service Fellow
Grace Ann Calfee
Grace Abigail Day
David Swan DePriest
Julia C Metzger
Ellie Daun Stitzer

Dean's Leadership Award
Esam Kadum Al-Shareffi
Kui Cai
Noemi Jackline Cipriani
Sara Habaishi
Robert H Smith
Carissa Christine Sterling
Gina Maria Tramelli
Abby S Widick

Dean's Service Award
Megan Eileen Clasen
Steven Michael Davis
Grace Abigail Day
Ryan Ellingson
Amira Chanelle Harmon
Sara Habaishi
Patty Perkins Kenney
Heba Qazi
Robert William Servilio
Callie Marie Sharp
Chantal Sochaczewski
Abby S Widick
Emily M Yonan

Don Sommers Award in Professional Responsibility
Courtney C Burress
Rae Lynn Ensor
Katherine Elizabeth Griffin
Anna-Kathryn A Hass
Korbin William Keller
Adeline M Miller
Sam Rouse
Avery LaRay Brown Walke
Samuel Earl Zachry

Equal Justice Works Award
Erin Elizabeth Austin
Noah J Halpern
Jordan G Hoffman
Alec Jessar
Brendan Thomas Killian
Cassidy D Oliver
Callie Marie Sharp
Chantal Sochaczewski
John Thomas

F. Hodge O'Neal Corporate Law Award
Joseph Chung
Ryan Ellingson
Paul Richard Luhmann
John Patrick McDonough

Family Law Award
Ashlin Virginia Orr

International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award
Kelly Elizabeth Adams
Alexa J Thein
Avery LaRay Brown Walke

Jack Garden Humanitarian Award
James Olawale Akinleye

Joseph Kutten Award in Bankruptcy
Rebecca C. Searle
Andrew M Stautz
Renhua Xuan

Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Award
Nicole M Miller
Laurel Scott
Theodore Andrew Van Beek

Judge Myron D. Mills Administrative Law Award
Nabil Al-Khaled

Legal Practice Excellence Award
Samantha M Adams
Courtney C Burress
Bailey Kathleen Crawford
Ian Patrick Herrera
Jordan G Hoffman
Maya Kieffer
Sophie Rose Perry
Victoria St Jean

Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize (Global Studies Law Review)
Adam Copeland

Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize (Journal of Law and Policy)
Rae Lynn Ensor

Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize (Jurisprudence Review)
Charles Hunnewell Clark
Aoliang Zhi

Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize (Law Review)
Nabil Al-Khaled

Milton F. Napier Trial Award
Robert William Servilio

National Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Law Graduate Award
Courtney C Burress
Order of Barristers
Bryce Cameron Eugene Beal
Megan Eileen Clasen
Kelli Elizabeth Galaway
Joshua David Horowitz
Adeline M Miller
Linh Phuong Nguyen
Alex Patel
Jonathan Daniel Puricelli
Robert William Servilio
Adrian D Spencer-Smith
William J Tsadilas
Aoliang Zhi

Pro Bono Pledge Participant
Emily Badea Harake
Alec Jessar
Ashlin Virginia Orr
Victoria St Jean

Public Service Law Student of the Year
Ashlin Virginia Orr

Richard Sher Award for Excellence in Mediation and Dispute Resolution
Andrea Dongili
Ryan Ellingson
Avery Michael Goodman
Johanna Jenkins
Rosalie Anne Swingle

Stuart L. Oelbaum Public Service Fellow
Nicole M Miller

William M. Pomerantz Trial Award
Xuan Han
Shannon Lin

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Beta Gamma Sigma
Priscilla Temperance Stecher

PROGRAM IN AUDIOLOGY AND COMMUNICATION SCIENCES

Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship in Deaf Education
Katherine Linnea Zawislak

Max A. Goldstein Award
Courtney Lynn Kroeger

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Alpha Sigma Lambda - National Academic Honor Society
Amir Alexander G. Al-Eqabi
Casandra Cole
Ida Duplantier
Jason Emmanuel Kapetanis
Hannah Beth Priest
Jingqi Su

Dean’s Award for Academic Excellence
Jennifer Basarich
Juaun Darnell Bean
Ida Duplantier
Catherine Mable Fisher
Mark Andrew Frisella
Jason Emmanuel Kapetanis
Catherine Anne Kuehner
John Schuler
Alicia Ann Marie Sexauer

Final Honors
Dilan H. Desai
Phillip Glenn Geiger
Valerie Haffner
Anthony Neal Kania
Danielle Nichole Ketterer
John McCorkell
Lori A Roedder
Jeffrey Alan Wooldridge

James E. McLeod Honors and Awards – John B. Ervin Award
Andrew Carey Barnes